
getting here

THE WORLD TURNED 
UPSIDE DOWN

prices

By Car: Newark is well located next to the A1 and A46 and 
has ample car park only a 2 minute walk from the Centre. 
Accessible parking recommended at Appletongate Car 
Park.
• 30-40 minutes from Nottingham, Lincoln & Doncaster
• 60 minutes from Derby, Leicester & Sheffield 
• 90 minutes from Birmingham, Bradford, Leeds & Hull

opening hours

By Bus: Newark Bus Station is on Lombard Street, in the 
town centre (    7 mins)
By Rail: Newark Northgate (East Coast Mainline    10 mins) 
Newark Castle (East Midlands Trains     12 Mins)

Adults £8 Children £4 Children under 5 FREE
Concessions (students & seniors 65+) £7

Re-visit throughout the day with your ticket or 
throughout the year with an Annual Pass

MARCH - OCTOBER 10am – 5pm 
NOVEMBER - FEBRUARY 10am – 4pm
Closed 25th & 26th December & 1st January
Please check website for latest opening hours

The National Civil War Centre can be found on 
Appletongate, Newark, NG24 1JY
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The unmatched devastation of the Civil War led 
to an extraordinary transformation; re-building 
society after such a dramatic breakdown opened 
the door for seismic shifts in religion, science, 
culture and politics. In this fascinating new 
exhibition, discover what it would have been 
like to plunge into the mayhem of war and 
emerge into a dramatically unfamiliar landscape.

‘Fake News’ might be considered a recent 
phenomenon but this brand new exhibition 
exposes a centuries-old tradition of misleading 
media. See its evolution from the propaganda of 
the Civil War to today’s tabloids and discover the 
17th century’s own versions of Twitter and filters!DIS
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In a world

Which side will You choose?
turned upside down
A visit to the National Civil War Centre will 
plunge you deep into the heart of Britain’s 
deadliest conflict.

Explore this richly dramatic era in British history,
seeing stories of gunpowder, plague and plot as 
you walk through our fantastic galleries. 

Discover for yourself the clash between 
Roundhead and Royalist, brother and brother, 
and learn how a once all-powerful monarch 
lost his head to the axeman.

With real objects, digital interactives and costumes 
and armour for all to try, as well as a large screen 
cinema, the National Civil War Centre makes a 
great day out.

/nationalcivilwarcentre @civilwarcentre

Why not upgrade and enjoy an unlimited 
annual pass?
We have excellent value Annual Passes available 
allowing unlimited returns for 12 months! This 
includes coming back to see our vibrant temporary 
exhibitions.

The National Civil War Centre hosts an outstanding 
range of talks and events throughout the year allowing 
you to enjoy more unique opportunities to learn about 
this extraordinary time! Check our website or pick up an 
events leaflet for further information.

Group rates (10 or more) are available, with special 
tours available on request. Please see website for more 
details, or email civilwargroups@nsdc.info

EVENTS

GROUP RATES

LEARNING

QUIET SESSIONS & SENSORY BACKPACK

ANY QUESTIONS?

Discover the realities of living through the Civil Wars 
with our exciting, hands on, curriculum linked activities. 
We also offer a range of cross-curricular and local history 
learning sessions. Please see website for more details, 
or email civilwarlearning@nsdc.info

Aimed especially at families and individuals on the 
autism spectrum, with learning difficulties or sensory 
processing disorders, we now offer a sensory backpack, 
available at any time, as well as regular Quiet Sessions 
allowing for more relaxed visits. More info can be found 
at www.nationalcivilwarcentre.com/accessibility. 

Visit nationalcivilwarcentre.com


